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SECTION - A
I. Choose the correct option from the given choices:

[6x1=6]

1.The main purpose of producing Seals ____________.
a) commercial

b) amulets

c) Both

2.The early development of human beings in prehistoric period is _____________.
a) Mesolithic

b) Palaeolithic

c) Neolithic

3.Yaksha and Yakshini belong to ________ century BCE.
a) fourth

b) sixth

c) third

4.the lion capital located at ________.
a) Sarnath

b) Sanchi

c) Vidisha

5.The circumambulatory path of Sanchi stupa 1 is known as_______
a) harmika

b) vedika

c) pradakshina

6.Ajanta cave has ________ chaitya caves datable to earlier phase
a) four

b) three

c) five

II. Identify and match the places with following arts:
1.Didargunj

-

Jataka panel

2.Bharhut

-

Yakshini

3.Mohenjodaro

-

Painting of Buddha

4.Ajanta

-

Wavy lines

5.Lakhudiyar

-

Dancing girl

[5x1=5]
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SECTION- B
III. Answer any 6 question:

[6x2=12]

1.What is Neolithic period?
2.What is Mauryan period?
3.Give some examples for bronze casting.
4.Why Mesolithic artist love to paint animals?
3.Name the theme categories of painting found in palaeolithic period.
6.List out some Buddha and Jaina monastic complex.
7.What is Jatakas?
8.What is terracotta?
IV. Answer any 4 question:

[4x5=20]

1.Explain about bronze casting with examples?
2.List out and explain about five components of the lion capital.
3.How did the people of prehistoric time select themes for their painting?
4.which were the four events in the life of the Buddha which have been depicted in different form of Buddhist
art?
5.Explain about
i)Male Torso
ii)Mother Goddess
V. Answer any 2 question:

[2x15=30]

1.What are the significance of stupa and how did stupa architecture develop?
2.Explain in detail about the seals with example?
3.Explain in detail about Mesolithic Period?

SECTION- C
VI. Draw India map outline and mark the following places:
1. Sanchi

2. Harappa

3. Lothal

5. Raigarh

6. Sarnath

7. Yerragundi

[7x1=7]

4. Bahapur
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